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a b s t r a c t

The human soluble Guanylate Cyclase (hsGC) is a heterodimeric heme-containing enzyme which regu-
lates many important physiological processes. In eukaryotes, hsGC is the only known receptor for nitric
oxide (NO) signaling. Improper NO signaling results in various disease conditions such as neuro-
degeneration, hypertension, stroke and erectile dysfunction. To understand the mechanisms of these
diseases, structure determination of the hsGC dimer complex is crucial. However, so far all the attempts
for the experimental structure determination of the protein were unsuccessful. The current study ex-
plores the possibility to model the quaternary structure of hsGC using a hybrid approach that combines
state-of-the-art protein structure prediction tools with cryo-EM experimental data. The resultant 3D
model shows close consistency with structural and functional insights extracted from biochemistry
experiment data. Overall, the atomic-level complex structure determination of hsGC helps to unveil the
inter-domain communication upon NO binding, which should be of important usefulness for elucidating
the biological function of this important enzyme and for developing new treatments against the hsGC
associated human diseases.

© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The human soluble guanylate cyclase (hsGC) regulates multiple
physiological processes such as neurotransmission, platelet aggre-
gation, erectile dysfunction and cardiovascular diseases [12]. In
1980s, NO was identified as the primary signaling molecule in NO
signaling pathway that binds with the heme component of hsGC to
generate 30, 50cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) from gua-
nosine triphosphate (GTP). Subsequently, cGMP elicits the activa-
tion of multiple downstream proteins such as ion-gated channels,
cGMP dependent protein kinases, and phosphodiesterase (PDE)
id), aroomabinm@yahoo.com
glou), araufsiddiqi@comsats.
[345].
The sGC is a heterodimer of two subunits named a and b (Fig. 1).

Each subunit is composed of four significant modular domains. The
b subunit is able to bind NO and oxygen molecules through in-
teractions established with a conserved structural motif found at
the N-terminal and known as the heme-NO binding (HNOX)
domain. The corresponding domain of the a subunit, the so called
pseudo-HNOX domain, is deficit of heme and its role in the body is
still elusive [6]. In both subunits the HNOX domain is followed by
the PAS (Per/Arnt/Sim) and coiled-coil helical domains. These two
domains have significant roles in NO induced hetero-dimerization
and signal transduction to make a functional sGC [78]. The C-ter-
minal of each subunit is composed of a cyclase domain which is
responsible for production of cyclic guanosine monophosphate
(cGMP) [9].

The structural information which is available for the, multi-
domain organization of hsGC is limited because it is difficult to
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Fig. 1. Domain architecture of Soluble Guanylate Cyclase (sGC) heterodimer. It consists of two subunits, a and b. Both subunits contains a PAS domain, a coiled-coil domain CC and a
C-terminal cyclase (catalytic domain). The N-terminal of the a subunit has pseudo-HNOX domain while b subunit contains a heme-binding domain called HNOX. Length of each
subunit and domain boundaries are also mentioned on the upper and lower arrows.
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express and purify this protein target in prokaryotic or eukaryotic
expression systems [10]. Crystal structure of inactive cyclase
domain is the only known structure of hsGC.

Although little is known for the structure of human sGC, indi-
vidual sGC domains from other species have determined structures.
For example, structures of Nostoc punctiforme HNOX domain (PDB
ID: 2O09) [11], Manduca sexta PAS domain (PDB ID: 4GJ4) [12] and
Rattus norvegicus coil coiled domain (PDB id: 3HLS) [13] are avail-
able in Protein Data Bank (PDB). Data from biochemical and bio-
physical studies i.e. hydrogen/deuterium exchange mass
spectrometry (HDX-MS), small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS),
chemical cross-linking and single-particle EM have revealed
various structural aspects pertaining to multi-domain assembly of
bacterial and R. norvegicus sGC [1415]. Moreover, an intact cryo-
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) map of R. norvegicus sGC is also
available which provides significant structural information about
the putative domain orientation and quaternary structural packing
of the sGC complex [16]. Based on structural organization of
available homolog proteins and R. norvegicus sGC cryo-EM map
information, we assume here that hsGC will attain similar struc-
tural organization of multiple domains in its quaternary structure.

Protein structures determined in high resolution by X-ray
crystallography and NMR techniques provide wealth of structural
information on intra-domain and inter-domain protein interactions
of small sized proteins. In addition, cryo-EM often provides low
resolution structures of multi-component protein complexeswhich
lack the intricate details of protein interactions involved in the cross
talk of adjacent domains [18]. Despite the great advances in
experimental methods of protein structure determination, the
characterization of multi-domain protein complexes remains a
challenging and often unreachable task [17].

Unavailability of a comprehensive sGC holoenzyme structure
makes it difficult to elucidate the domain interactions and activa-
tion mechanism of the protein. The current study aims to deter-
mine the entire structure of hsGCab complex using computational
protein structure modelling approaches. We applied knowledge
based integrative protein structure modelling approach in which
we utilized already reported experimental information that is
available through X-ray crystallography and cryo-EM studies of
hsGC homologs to predict full length multi-domain hsGCab heter-
odimer. Conserved orientations of adjacent domain partners in our
query structure were predicted through template based (single or
multiple chain threading) and template free (docking) methods.
Biochemical constraints such as interaction residues at interface of
neighboring domains were used as a benchmark to confirm their
best possible relative orientations whereas cryo-EM fitting tech-
niques (rigid and flexible map fitting) were applied on R. norvegicus
sGC cryo-EM reconstruction to achieve quaternary structure orga-
nization of multi-domain hsGCab complex.
2. Methodology

In the current study we have integrated comparative modelling,
ab-initio protein modelling, protein-protein docking and electron
density map fitting techniques to determine the three dimensional
(3D) domain organization of the hsGC quaternary structure.

2.1. Comparative modelling

Each subunit of hsGC is comprised of four domains as shown in
Fig. 1. However, a 3D structure is available only for the cyclase
domain. Homology models for the other three domains were built
for both a and b subunits. Amino acid sequences of hsGCa (Q02108)
and hsGCb (Q02153) were retrieved from UniProt [19] and were
aligned using CLC workbench [20] (Supplementary fig. 1). Domain
boundaries of individual domains of hsGCa (pseudo-HNOX, PAS &
coiled-coil region) and b (HNOX, PAS & coiled-coil region) subunits
are shown in Fig. 1. PSI-BLAST [21] was performed against all the
known structures in the Protein Databank (PDB) [22] to select the
most closely related template structures for our query sequences.
For pseudo-HNOX domain, template identity was less than 20% so
we used the I-TASSER algorithm (Iterative Threading ASSEmbly
Refinement) [23] to build its protein model. I-TASSER uses
threading approach to screen all possible folds in a known PDB
structure library by applying four profile-profile alignment ap-
proaches which includes Needleman-Wunsch [24], Smith-
Waterman alignment algorithms [25], PSI-BLAST profiles and the
hidden Markov model [26]. Іt applies comparative modelling for
well-aligned sequence threads, and ab-initio modelling for un-
aligned sequence threads. Prediction of the final atomic model
occurs after a process of iterative template-based fragment as-
sembly simulations. The structures of the other domains were
predicted by Modeller 9.17 [27].Modeller applies comparative
modelling approach to generate 3D structures of query proteins by
recognizing the conserved structural characteristics of homologous
proteins [28]. To model the hsGCb HNOX domain, the crystal
structure of Nostoc sp. PCC 7120 HNOX domain (PDB ID: 2O09) [11]
was used as template. Furthermore, to model PAS & coiled-coil
domains of both hsGCa and b subunits, Manduca sexta PAS
domain (PDB ID: 4GJ4) [12] and R. norvegicus coil coiled domain
(PDB ID: 3HLS) [13] were used as templates, respectively. Sequence
alignments of hsGCab PAS and coil-coiled domains with selected
templates are given in Fig. 2. Sequence to structure alignment is
helpful in locating conserved sequence regions between the query
sequence and selected template. Model building parameters are
presented in Table 1. Best models were selected based on the
following four parameters; DOPE score [29] GA341 values [30], TM
align sore [31] and root means square deviations (RMSD) from their
respective template structure. Energy minimization of initial
models was done using ModeRefiner [32]. Quality assessments of



Fig. 2. Sequence alignments between the hsGC b subunit domains and their homology modelling templates; HNOX (a), PAS (b), coiled-coil (c) and a subunit PAS (d), coiled-coil
domain (e) with their respective homologous PDB templates. Red color boxes represent sequence identity whereas conservation bar plots, below sequence alignments, repre-
sent percentage identity at a specific residue position. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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initial and refined hsGCab individual domains models were done
using Molprobity [33]. For model visualization and figure illustra-
tions Pymol was used [34].

2.2. Protein-protein complex modelling

To elucidate the domain order and the relative orientation of
multiple domains of a and b subunits, we used template based
protein-protein complex prediction approaches. Initially we ob-
tained the relative orientations of neighboring domain pairs such as
aHNOX-aPAS, bHNOX-bPAS, ab-cyclase, ab-coiled-coil and ab-PAS
through SPRING [35] and COTH [36]. SPRING predicts protein-
protein complexes based on the domain order of homologous
templates as domain architecture in homologous proteins is
generally thought to be conserved [37]. This approach relies on the
sequence identity between the target and template sequence of its
homologous binding partner to predict protein-protein complex
structures. It threads each chain of the query protein complex to
extract the conserved two-domain architectures from the known
oligomeric structures of a PDB library. By employing a pre-
calculated look-up table, multiple combinations of two chain or
oligomeric protein-protein complex models against query protein
are then generated. Thesemultiple combinations are due to varying
template binding partner associations in PDB library. From those
combination, a well- oriented complex is then selected by taking
SPRING-score as criteria. SPRING score combines threading Z-score,
interface contacts and TM-align match score between monomer-
to-dimer templates. First, the structural templates were searched
against all the neighboring domain pairs (aHNOX (pseudo)-aPAS,
bHNOX-bPAS, bHNOX-aPAS, ab cyclase, ab-coiled-coil and ab-PAS)
and those known protein structures were selected which have high
percentage sequence identity with our query sequences. We
observed that only three of our domain pairs that have role in
dimerization of hsGC i.e. ab-cyclase, ab-coiled-coil, ab-PAS were
giving >30% sequence identity with the known PDB template while
continuous domain lying on the same subunit i.e. aHNOX (pseudo)-
aPAS, bHNOX-bPAS were giving very low sequence identities with
the PDB templates. For low-identity domain pairs we preferred
COTH. SPRING and COTH generate thread like map of protein
binding partners (see Supplementary fig. 2). Later individual ho-
mology models of ab-cyclase, ab-coiled-coil and ab-PAS were su-
perposed over SPRING and COTH predicted outputs to get relatively
oriented two-domain protein-protein complexes.

The hsGC protein belongs to the same class III cyclase family as
the mammalian adenylate cyclase (AC). In eukaryotes, members of
this family use their nucleotide cyclase domains to bind guanosine
triphosphate (GTP) and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) [39]. More-
over, it has been shown that AC binds ATP to its dimeric interface. A
sequence alignment shows that AC.and sGC share a highly
conserved nucleotide binding cyclase domain as well as several
catalytic and ligand-binding residues. Since the available crystal
structure of hsGCa cyclase domain is in its apo-form and given the
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above mentioned similarities we used the ATP bound crystal
structure of AC to identify the catalytic pocket and critical catalytic
residues of hsGC cyclase domain. For this purpose, hsGC cyclase
domain was superimposed on the corresponding AC domain. The
AC catalytic residues, responsible for the nucleotide triphosphate
(NTP) binding i.e. D441, N1025, R1029 and K1065 [9] were found
conserved at positions D487, D532, N548, R552 and K593 in sGC
[40,41]. Next, and given the experimental evidence that hsGC binds
to GTP to convert it into cGMP during NO signaling [9,38], we built
chemical structure of GTP by pymol builder and docked it within
the binding pocket of sGC cyclase domain.

2.3. Protein-protein docking of N-terminal domains of hsGCab

Various studies reported that the first two N-terminal domains
from each subunit are clustered together to make a unique four
lobed structure at the N-terminal region of hsGCab heterodimer. To
model this N-terminal region of hsGCab, our next step was to use
template free protein-protein complex prediction approach using
ClusPro [42]. Current computational structure prediction methods
usually give reliable results for no more than two domain protein
structures. So protein-protein dockingwas preferred in ClusPro.We
assembled all the domains of hsGCab dimer in two steps. From the
N-terminal, we first docked pseudo-HNOX to its neighboring,
SPRING predicted, ab PAS domain pair using ClusPro to get a single
model. In the second step, we extended the above produced three-
domain complex by docking it to b-HNOX domain. Thus we built a
four-domain model for the N-terminal of hsGC.

From all possible docked poses we selected those that aligned
well with both the SPRING and COTH predicted relative orienta-
tions and therefore the chance of predicting wrong interactions
and/or conformations of adjacent domains were minimized.

2.4. hsGC dimer modelling through cryo-electron microscopy map
fitting

2.4.1. Rigid density Cryo-EM map fitting
After predicting the relative orientations of adjacent binding

partners individually in hsGCa and b subunits as well as the
orientation of neighboring domains at the N-terminus of hsGCab
complex, we built the full length model of hsGC heterodimer by
using the cryo-electron Microscopy (cryo-EM) 3D reconstruction of
R. norvegicus sGC as a template [16].

During rigid fitting the predicted homology models of different
domain assemblies were taken as a rigid bodies and moved inside
the 3D reconstruction envelope to achieve the best fit. For this
purpose UCSF Chimera Volume viewer and ‘fit in map’ function
were used [43]. Moreover, because the input models are big domain
assemblies instead of individual domains, the fitting is performed
with fewer degrees of freedom, and thus it is a quite challenging
task to achieve. This cryo-EM map is used to gain insight into the
rearrangement of multiple domains in an active dimeric state. It is a
state of the art technique in which the predicted homology model
are taken as rigid body objects to move inside the envelope defined
by 3D reconstruction. UCSF Chimera Volume viewermodule and ‘fit
in map’ functionwas used in rigid density cryo-EMmap fitting [43].
During rigid fitting, it is crucial to continuously rotate the view to
validate the manual map fitting from several angles. As we are
taking dimeric structures as input models instead of individual
domains. These two-domain structures allow less degree of
freedomwhile structure's rotation and adjustment in cryo-EM. So it
is extremely difficult to adjust these protein complexe within the
narrow space of map with minimum steric clashes. Because of that
we used the UCSF Chimera ‘fit in map’ function and transformed
the predicted model into a map [44]. Then a cross-correlation was
applied to fit the model generated map inside the cryo-EM recon-
struction and the map fitting was ranked according to the corre-
sponding cross-correlation coefficient.

The resolution of the cryo-EM model used as a template was
30Å, while the contour level of the density map was set at
0.731.The sGC R. norvegicus cryo-EM model is comprised of two
modules; the upper and the lower one. The uppermodule is further
composed of four lobes while the lower module has only two lobes.
Between the upper and lower modules, there are two long juxta-
posed a-helices which connect the N-terminal domains with the C-
terminal cyclase domain [16].

First, the predicted N-terminal heterodimeric model, which is
comprised of pseudo-HNOX, ab-PAS and b-HNOX, was docked into
the four lobes of the upper module by rigid fitting. Second, manual
adjustments of the proteins’ positions performed to best fit into the
electron density Third, biochemical constraints such as chemical
cross-linking and solvent accessibility data was considered during
map fitting. Fourth, the ab-coiled-coils and the cyclase dimer were
put into the central thin stalk region and the lower module,
respectively.

2.4.2. Subunit modelling
So far, a protein assembly composed of all the domains, properly

oriented but without connections linking them has been generated.
Given that no entire structure of any homologous protein was
available, connections between the domains were generated by
AIDA (ab initio Domain Assembly) server. AIDA takes homology
models of individual domains together with the amino acid se-
quences of query proteins, assembles all the consecutive domains
based on domain-domain interactions and connects them with
flexible linkers [45]. The final model of a and b subunits were the
one found at the lower energy state through the built-in energy
minimization protocol of AIDA.

2.4.3. Flexible Density Cryo-EM map fitting
For us it was of exceptional significance to achieve the correct

relative orientation of the subunits since it is known from numerous
studies that theonlywayof signal transduction fromN-terminus toC-
terminus of hsGC is the interface regions between neighboring do-
mains [47e49]. Therefore, an accurate model would be especially
helpful in understanding the signal transduction mechanism.

Final structural arrangements and domain orientation in the
complete heterodimeric model generated by AIDA was done by
Flexible Density cryo-EM Map fitting. For this purpose, the
Macromolecular Visualization and Processing MVP-fit [46] tool was
used and loop regions were considered to be flexible points
allowing the movement of individual domains. During the fitting,
local flexible adjustment and rigid-body arrangements to adjust the
structure inside the density map [30] were allowed and prior
experimental knowledge was taken into account to adjust ab
subunits. It has been reported in various studies that the only way
of signal transduction fromN-terminus to C-terminus of hsGC is the
interface regions between neighboring domains [47e49]. So their
correct relative orientation will be helpful in understanding the
signal transduction mechanism. Fine tuning of domains inside the
cryo-EM map depends on the spatial constraints of their corre-
sponding lobes.

Final predicted model of hsGCab heterodimer was refined
through energyminimization in AMBER14 [50]. For standard amino
acids we used ff14SB force field [51] while NO-Heme-H105 group of
hHNOX domainwas parameterized through quantum calculation in
mcpb.py module of AMBER14 [52]. Afterwards, system was sub-
jected to energy minimization (20000 steps) in AMBER14 to
remove all the steric clashes. For structure quality assessment final
predicted model was submitted for analysis to RAMPAGE [53].



Table 1
Homology modelling and I-TASSER related parameters of protein structure prediction for hsGC individual domains.

Model Template Query coverage Sequence identity Favored region Allowed region GA341 > .7 DOPE TM score >.5

Homology Models (Modeller)
b HNOX 2O09 100% 34% 95.6% 98.5% 1.00000 �22533.5957 0.83
a PAS 4GJ4 99% 33% 95.2% 97.6% 1.00000 �14406.33691 0.71
b PAS 4GJ4 100% 36% 96.1% 97.9% 1.00000 �14001.22650 0.73
a Coiled-coil 3HLS 92% 48% 100% 100% 1.00000 �5539.41762 0.52
b Coiled-coil 3HLS 100% 92% 100% 100% 1.00000 �5033.71436 0.75
I-TASSER Model
aHNOX Not available Not Annotated Not Annotated 95.3% 99.2% N/A N/A 0.65
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3. Results

3.1. Homology models of individual hsGCab domains

Sequence comparison of hsGC a and b subunits revealed 33%
sequence identity and 47% sequence similarity (Supplementary fig.
1). Pairwise sequence alignments of individual hsGC domains with
respect to their corresponding template sequences are shown in
Fig. 2 while predicted individual models are given in
Supplementary fig. 3. Homology modelling parameters are pre-
sented in Table 1. For model selection the criteria of lowest discrete
optimization protein energy (DOPE) potential value and of GA341
score equal to 1 were applied. Pseudo-HNOX domain is functionally
and structurally unannotated region, therefore we built its model
using threading approach in I-TASSER. Pseudo-HNOX domain share
similar structural fold like b-HNOX which is composed of a small a
helical subdomain and a larger mixed a/b subdomain at C-terminal
but it lacks the heme-binding YxSxR (Tyr-x-Ser-x-Arg) motif at the
binding pocket. Root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) between the
predicted models and their respective templates were from 0.2 to
0.6Å. Themodels’ global structure quality was assessed by TM align
score to be> 0.5 which indicates a reliable model. Molprobity
analysis of final models revealed that more than 95% of residues are
in favorable and allowed regions of Ramachandran (see Table 1).
3.2. Modelling of adjacent domains

Domain order and the relative orientation of adjacent domains
of a and b subunits were predicted using SPRING and COTH. Se-
lection of the SPRING predicted complexes of ab PAS, ab coiled-coil
and ab cyclase were based on their maximum sequence identity in
maximum query coverage of the homologous template as well as
normalized probability percentage. The hsGC ab-PAS predicted
dimer has 31% identity in 86% template's sequence coverage and
showed 100% normalized probability percentage which indicates
that the relative orientation of the two ab PAS domains in the
complex is conserved between template and model. Likewise, ab
coiled-coil and ab cyclase complexes showed 99.9% and 100%
probability values, respectively, which indicate conserved patterns
Table 2
Sequence identity (%), query coverage (%) and Normalized Probability (%) of SPRING
predicted ab-PAS, ab-coiled-coil and ab-cyclase dimeric domain models of hsGC
while Z-score value is given for COTH predicted bHNOX-bPAS model.

Dimer Models Identity (%) Coverage (%) Normalized. Probability (%)

SPRING predicted Complexes
ab-PAS 31.3 86.0 100%
ab-Coiled-coil 67.1 93.2 99.93%
ab-Cyclase 88.2 87.6 100%
COTH predicted consecutive complex
bHNOX-bPAS 25 75 Z-score (>2.5)

3.29
of domain orientations between templates and predicted models
(Table 2). As mentioned above, SPRING and COTH just depicts the
relative orientations of adjacent domains in the form of a thread
like map where the helices are placed without further details of
secondary structure to be evident. Therefore the next step was to
superpose the homology models on the SPRING predicted thread-
like maps (see Supplementary fig. 3) and to predict protein-
protein complexes of neighboring domain in best possible
conserved conformation (shown in Fig. 3). Root mean square de-
viations (RMSD) were less than 2.5 Å for all superimposed
structures.

To validate the predicted relative orientation of human ab-PAS,
ab-coiled-coil, ab-cyclase and bHNOX-bPAS complexes with
experimental data of their homologs, we analyzed the interface
residues of these two-domainmodels (see Supplementary fig. 4). In
ab-PAS complex, Q368, F285 residues from aPAS (cyan) and Q309,
F217 of b PAS (Fig. 3a) were observed at dimeric interface. In ab-
coiled-coil complex, residues (K363, K365) in a-coiled-coil and K-
364 in b coiled-coil domainwere seen at dimeric interface (Fig. 3b).
These residues are also reported to be involved in dimerization of
sGC through SAXS experiments. In ab-cyclase, we obtained the
dimeric orientation through SPRING by using adenylate cyclase
dimer as template while retaining the binding mode of GTP ligand
at its dimeric interface (Supplementary fig. 4c). Conserved dimeric
interface residues D487 and 532D (a-cyclase) N548, R552 and K938
(b-cyclase) were also observed to have interaction with GTP and
Mg2þ. ab-cyclase dimeric domains in complex with GTP bound
complex is given in Fig. 3c. In COTH predicted bHNOX-bPAS protein-
protein complexes, we selected bHNOX-bPAS dimer based on the
orientation of helix-F. In our selected bHNOX-bPAS dimeric com-
plex, helix-F is facing the neighboring PAS domain and found that
105H,106D and 116R that are present at the periphery of the b-
HNOX are interacting with the NO and heme meioty. Out of these
residues 106D and 110T that are part of Helix-F (Fig. 3d) might
interact with the neighboring b-PAS domain.

Relative orientations of our SPRING and COTH predicted dimeric
domains complemented the experimentally protein-protein in-
teractions of prokaryotic and eukaryotic sGC dimeric domains.
3.3. N-terminal domain cluster prediction using protein-protein
docking

To predict the N-terminal region of hsGCab heterodimer, we
clustered four domains together through protein-protein docking
in ClusPro server. To that aim, we took ab-PAS dimer model as
single initial input structure and docked it with b-HNOX model. It
predicted multiple poses of three domain model using all the co-
efficients. From all predicted poses, we selected best pose by su-
perposing our COTH predicted bHNOX-bPAS dimer to retain the
approximate relative orientation of neighboring domains (Fig. 3d).
Energy value of our selected ClusPro predicted three-domain pro-
tein complex (aPAS- bPAS- bHNOX) was �801.6 kcal/mol. Three



Fig. 3. Dimeric domains orientations of ab PAS (a), ab coiled-coil (b), ab cyclase (c) and bHNOX-bPAS (d) predicted through template based single chain threading approach (SPRING
& COTH). In dimeric model of ab PAS (a), ab coiled-coil (b), ab cyclase (c), individual domain models of hsGCa subunits are shown in cyan color while domain models of hsGCb
chains are shown in green color The while neighboring domains of same subunit bHNOX-PAS dimeric model, individual models of bHNOX and bPAS are shown in green and cyan
respectively. Residues lying at the interface of dimeric domains are labelled and highlighted as sticks (red). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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domain complex of aPAS- bPAS- bHNOX is shown in Fig. 4a. Helix
and residues highlighted in red depicts the common pattern of
helix-F and dimeric interface residues of bHNOX-bPAS dimer (see
Fig. 3d) with our three domain complex. Then we extended this
three-domain cluster and used it as a receptor to dock with pseudo
a-HNOX domain. Experimental data lacks structural annotation
which defines the orientation of pseudo a-HNOX domain with
respect to it adjacent a-PAS domain. So the best conformation of
four domain complex was selected only on lowest energy value
of �865.1 kcal/mol among all predicted conformers. Predicted
cluster of four N-terminal domains is given in Fig. 4b.
3.4. Density map fitting dimeric models

We first docked SPRING and COTH predicted thread like dimeric
domain's framework inside the density map. Left side of upper lobe
of cryo-EMmap is bit bulkier than the right side (see Fig. 5). Studies
reported that pseudo-HNOX region present at N-terminal region of
hsGCa subunit is composed of 270 amino acid (aa) while N-ter-
minal b-HNOX domain is composed of 186 residues. Eighty four
amino acid difference between both these domains suggested the
fitting of pseudo-HNOX of hsGCa subunit at the bulkier region of
cryo-EM while b-HNOX-bPAS dimer opposite to it (Fig. 5). Orien-
tation of SPRING and COTH predicted binding partners at the upper
lobe of cryo-EM map was adjusted by superposing it to our N-ter-
minal four domain model predicted through protein-protein
docking.
3.5. Flexible Density map fitting of subunit models

Rigid body map fitting resulted in a well oriented full length
hsGCab heterodimer in which continuous domains of individual
subunit are not attached with each other. In order to link all the
domains from N-terminal to C-terminal, we used individually
assembled a and b chains as inputs. In AIDA assembled chain, we
ensured the correct orientations of partner domains by aligning the
subunits with our SPRING, COTH and protein-protein docking
models. Correctly orientated assembled chains were accounted for
flexible fitting in MVP fit tool. Fig. 6a and b represents the hsGC a
and hsGC b chains in laid on the cryo-EM densitymap of hsGC a and
b respectively. In the upper module of reconstruction map, four
domains are clustered, out of which ab-PAS are contributing in the
dimer formation. Molecular organization of full length hsGCab
heterodimer shows a parallel arrangement of both the subunits
which is attributed by mediated two thin juxtaposed coiled-coil a-
helices. These long stalk like helices are connecting regulatory
domains of N-terminal with the C-terminal cyclase domains and
also makeup the dimeric interface of the predicted hsGCab model.
b-HNOX domain is in complex with heme group and NO molecule
while GTP and Mg2þ is present at the dimeric interface of the ab
cyclase domains of our final model (Fig. 7).

Quality assessment of hsGCab heterodimer in Molprobity anal-
ysis revealed 85.2% (1018/1195) of all residues were in favored re-
gions while 92.7% (1108/1195) residues were in allowed regions.
We reasonably retained the multi-domain architecture of



Fig. 4. 4a: Three domain model of ab-PAS dimer with the bHNOX domain. 4b: N-
terminal four domain cluster (a-pseudo-HNOX- aPAS- bPAS- bHNOX) of hsGCab dimer.
All a subunit domains are showed in green color and b subunit domains are shown in
cyan color. Experimentally known functionally critical hotspots areas on the interface
are highlighted in red. Prosthetic group of b HNOX is also rendered in red. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. SPRING and COTH predicted dimeric models docked into the electron density
map of R. norvegicus sGC. Cyan and green color represents the dimeric structures of a
and b H-NOX-PAS respectively. While blue and red describes the relative conformation
of ab coiled-coil and ab cyclase dimers. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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eukaryotic sGC in our in silico predicted model by using the struc-
tural information available through biochemical studies and cryo-
EM 3D reconstruction of R. norvegicus sGC.

4. Discussion

Soluble guanylate cyclase (sGC) is the primary receptor of cGMP
signaling pathway involved in Nitric-oxide mediated production of
cGMP molecules and activate a repertoire of downstream signaling
pathways that induces smooth muscles relaxation and vasodilation
as well as regulates proliferation of smooth muscle cells and
platelet aggregation [1,2]. From 30 years of research, significant
information has been reported on individual sGC domain structures
but little has been known on the domain architecture in an active
hsGC structure. Along with this, structural events involved in NO
signal perception, regulation and propagation by sGC molecule in
higher organism are still elusive. It has been reported in various
studies that NO diffuse through the cell membrane and binds to a
ferrous heme-iron meioty of hsGCb-HNOX domain to form a tran-
sient 6 coordinate heme-NO complex [54]. This intermediate
complex is highly unstable and immediately breaks the proximal
histidine bond with ferrous ion (Fe2þ) to produce a 5-coordinate
heme complex state [55]. This bond breakage triggers slight
movement of helix-F in bHNOX domain which brings about
conformational change that is transmitted to the C-terminal cyclase
domains [56]. This bond breakage between histidine and heme iron
is thought to activate N-terminal cyclase domains but how this N-
terminal to C terminal domains crosstalk/communication takes
place and how this heme (iron)-histidine bond breakage signal
propagates from bHNOX domain and directs the activation and
folding of entire structure is still unclear [6].

The molecular architecture of full length hsGCab heterodimer
predicted in the current study is strengthened by validating it
through experimental studies. Structural similarities can be present
even in proteins that share little sequence similarity, as structure is
more strongly conserved than sequence. Relative position of the
multiple domain decides the inter domain communication as well
as the folding behavior of the proteins. Complex topology of hsGCab
heterodimer was achieved by borrowing the conserved key resi-
dues at adjacent domain interfaces of homologs that influence their
correct orientation during hsGCab folding mechanism (Fig. 7). Use
of dimeric domain pairs as rigid bodies during density map fitting
in cryo-EM actually narrow down the degree of freedom during
manual adjustment. To propose the complete structure of hsGC, we
tried to link the biological informationwith different structural and
functional aspects of multi-domain protein.

It is extremely difficult to predict a plausible conformer of
hsGCab heterodimer with right orientation of multiple domains.
Even though the template identities in case of dimeric domains
were not high enough but still we modelled the entire hetero-
dimeric structure of hsGCab with a reasonable and justifiable
multi-domain organization of eukaryotic sGC.

It is an established concept that conserved domains interact
with more or less similar inter-domain geometry [37]. Keeping in
view the relationship between the protein sequence and conser-
vation of geometry among neighboring domains, we predicted the
organization of the interaction surfaces in adjacent domain of same
subunit as well as dimeric subunits from already known PDB
structures and their related literature.



Fig. 6. a). Flexible cryo-EM map fitting of atomic models inside the cryo-EM density Map with 180� rotation are shown (b). The alpha and beta subunits of hsGC are represented by
wheat and cyan colors respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 7. Homology model of entire hsG heterodimer in complex with NO-HEME moiety at regulatory (bHNOX) domain while GTP and Mg 2þ ion at catalytic region (cyclase dimer). In
the predicted hsGC heterodimer, a chain is highlighted in green and hsGCb is shown in cyan color. Salmon color regions throughout the structure illustrated the dimeric interface
critical regions such as signaling Helix-F, Loop b, H105, D106, T110 (bHNOX-bPAS), F285, Q368 (a-PAS), F217, Q309 (b-PAS), K363,K365 (a-coiled-coil), K364 (b-coiled-coil),
D487,D531 (a-cyclase) and N548,R552 (b-cyclase). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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Solvent accessibility of bHNOX-PAS (1e385 a.a) in contrast with
an individual b-HNOX domain (1e194); results reported that sol-
vent accessibility of signaling helix-F reduces probably due to the
burial of signaling helix-F at the interface of b-HNOX-PAS domains
[47]. This experimental data were used in this work to find the
relative orientation inside the density map. Furthermore, muta-
genesis study of specific periphery residues variants of signaling
helix-F (D106K, T110R) and adjacent loop R116E drastically de-
creases the NO simulated cyclase activity. Mutation of single res-
idue from signaling helix (D106K) mutation causes more than 500
fold inhibition of catalytic activity which is involved in cGMPs
production. This aspartic acid residue lies between H-NOX and PAS
domains [15].

Histidine Kinase Signal Transduction (HKST) H-NOXA domain
has structural similarity with PAS domain. PAS domain fold is
commonly found in sensory proteins which are essential to sense
the redox potential. PAS sensory domain detects small molecules
(oxygen & light) and play a vital role in signal transduction. In sGC,
PAS domain maintains the conserved dimeric pattern and it is
postulated that they may anchor a secondary allosteric regulatory
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region in sGC. Being an evolutionary remnant, PAS domain may
have role in sensing the Helix-F detachment signal from its pre-
ceding bHNOX domain. Dimer conformation of sGC is critical for
signal transduction. It is known that seven residues from N-ter-
minal residues of b-PAS domain interface are essential for dimer-
izationwith a PAS domain. A study validated the presence of similar
NpSTHK-type dimer interface region in sGC by substituting ala-
nines to eight putative PAS domain dimer interface residues. Out of
those eight mutations two residues i.e. (F285, Q368) from a subunit
two residues i.e. F217, Q309 from b subunit were found conserved
[7] (see Fig. 7). Mutations of these residues significantly decrease
the dimerization and NO-dependent signaling activity of sGC.
Moreover, activity inhibition of sGC may be due to the fact that the
overall dimer conformation is disturbed which is a prerequisite to
sense the signaling helix [7,57]. Our predicted hsGC ab-PAS model
folds similarly as HKST H-NOXA domain dimerizes with its coun-
terpart. Therefore we subjected the predicted ab-PAS dimeric
model to extend the multi-domain assembly of entire hsGC using
protein-protein docking and cryo-EM map fitting.

Chemical cross-linking studies confirm a parallel arrangement
of coiled-coil domains. Dimer structure has lysine residues, lying
parallel to each other and reported to be involved in the dimer-
ization of this region. Alpha coiled-coil has K363, and K365 parallel
to corresponding domain K364 these residues were under optimal
distance for chemical cross-linking [14]. Furthermore, C-terminal
region of coiled-coil domain which is essential for hetero-
dimerization is also required for hsGC simulating activity.

Adenylate cyclase (AC) domain is structurally homologous to
sGC [58,59]. Therefore, activationmechanism of ACmight be able to
give insight in understanding the catalytic activity of sGC. sGC
cyclase domains have conserved homologous motifs with AC. The
residues which are required for cyclase catalytic activity are also
conserved. For instance, a subunit cyclase D487 and D531 have
electrostatic interactionwith two Mg2þ ions, which further cyclize
the nucleotide ligands (GTP, ATP) by releasing pyrophosphate.
These residues are critical for the catalytic activity of cyclase.
Moreover, the b subunit cyclase N548 has been proposed to attract
the ribose ring. There are some more residues such as E473 and
C541 which are thought to be necessary for purine base recogni-
tion. In addition, in both a, b subunits R573 and R552 are thought to
have robust electrostatic interactions with GTP triphosphate group.
The binding pocket residues convert the GTP to cyclic GMP (cGMP)
[20], which may act as a secondary message to stimulate various
downstream pathways with a wide range of physiological and
pathophysiological implications.

To solve the atomic structures of several individual domains and
a complete molecular architecture of sGC, tangible experimental
research work has been done which resulted in a cryo-electron
density map of R. norvegicus. However, the full structure of the
human sGC remains to be determined. In the present study, we
employed comparative modelling approaches to build individual
models for the individual protein domains and then assembled
them into their correct relative orientation using the single chain
threading approaches. As hsGC is a multi-domain protein complex,
after getting the plausible orientation of adjacent domains, we used
protein-protein docking to figure out the orientation of successive
domains in a folded state. To validate the aforementioned multi-
domain assembly approach, we also performed sequence based
ab initomulti-domain assembly of hsGC and generated amodel of a
and b subunits. Assembled structures of both subunits were then
used for flexible fitting by MVP fit tool [29] in which COTH and
SPRING [24] generated orientations of two adjacent domain
structures (ab-PAS, ab-coiled-coil, ab-cyclase), as well as protein-
protein docking based conformation of multiple domains (a-
HNOX/b-HNOX, ab-PAS & ab-PAS/-b-HNOX) was retained. We
predicted a model of the hsGC heterodimer by fulfilling the spatial
restraints reported in already available cross-linking studies, crystal
structures and cryo-EM density maps of homologous proteins. The
proposed model is consistent with the biochemical structure to
function data because of the incorporation of physical and
biochemical constraints of sGC. This model will become the starting
point for understanding the dynamic characterization of sGC, to
disclose the signal transduction mechanism between domains.

Thus we provided the structural insight into the molecular ar-
chitecture of sGC in its active folded state which could help in
understanding the catalytic and regulatory mechanism of sGC
heterodimer.

5. Conclusion

The structure of the enzyme is important to understanding its
role in performing vital functions it plays in controlling blood
pressure and smooth muscle relaxation. Current study is primarily
focused on understanding the structural organization of the human
soluble Guanylate Cyclase (hsGC). Modelling of hsGC is a very non-
trivial study mainly because it involves the assembly of multiple
domain structures. We introduced a new protocol to build a high-
resolution complex structural model of hsGC by the combination
of the state-art-the-art tertiary and quaternary protein structure
prediction algorithms (using I-TASSER and SPRING), followed by
the cryo-EM density map fitting (using MVP-fit). The detailed
model analyses unveil close consistency of the overall topology and
domain orientation of the predicted model with the experimental
data of ligand binding and peptide docking, which demonstrate the
reliability and robustness of the hybrid structural model. This study
would help to unveil the inter-domain communication upon ni-
trogen oxide binding, which is believed to play a significant role in
the hsGC associated human diseases.
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